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TRADEFLOW® GLOBAL AIR

Tradeflow Shipment Management 

Centre and Expeditors Global Air 

Integrated Services

Tradeflow
Tradeflow’s Shipment Management Centre is a web-based 
tool designed to book shipments electronically, create import 
notifications, generate and upload documents and also 
distribute the booking data and documents to Trade Partners. 
This solution offers efficiencies in shipment execution for 
logistics managers that desire consistent and streamlined 
processing when using one or more logistics providers.

Available over the Internet 24 hours a day, access to 
Tradeflow is controlled by an assigned administrator and 
system roles can be defined on a user basis. Shipment 
bookings are automated and documents and notifications 
are effortlessly distributed reducing miscommunication and 
cycle time disruptions.

Expeditors Global Air
As Expeditors has evolved into one of the largest airfreight 
forwarders in the world, with 185 offices worldwide; air export 
services are provided to every major continent including North 
America, Latin and South America, Far and Middle East, Indian 
Sub-Continent, Europe, Australia/New Zealand and South 
Africa. As an IATA agent for all major airlines, Expeditors 
global network of experienced professionals in every major 
city of the world assures you of responsive service and 
thorough, accurate documentation.

Expeditors provides a full range of air freight products and 
services including airport to airport, door to door, door to 
airport, free domicile, airport to door, consolidation, direct 
IATA, and dangerous goods handling.

A comprehensive solution for importers and exporters  global 
airfreight booking, document creation and distribution process 
is the collaborative and integrated services of Tradeflow’s 
Shipment Management Centre and Expeditors Global   
Air services.

Tradeflow’s online booking application, the Shipment 
Management Centre, allows the importer and/or exporter, 
depending on their level of integration, the ability to create 
bookings manually through the user interface or upload 
the data from the company’s ERP or other internal systems 
(generally used to book a shipment). Tradeflow’s ability to 
create templates increases efficiency and productivity for the 
high volume, repetitive shipments. 

Greater efficiencies are gained when an importer and/or 
exporter grants Tradeflow access to an integrated trading 
partners, such as Expeditors Global Air. The bookings can be 
made on-line, and automatically transmitted to Expeditors to 
complete the booking and move the freight from origin to final 
destination and delivery. With on-line access to bookings in 
the Shipment Management Centre, Expeditors Global Air can 
create the shipment documents, and distribute them to the 
appropriate trading partners. Importers and Exporters also 
have the capability of attaching documents and images created 
through their own internal systems.

Through integration with the other Tradeflow applications, 
the Shipment Management Centre supports trade compliance 
through Trade Party Screening, product classification, and 
license determination; ensuring compliance and accurate, timely 
documentation, expediting customs’ clearance and delivery.

Importers and exporters can control the integrity of their data 
and eliminate redundancies by allowing controlled access to 
their trading partners.

By combining the system resource of Tradeflow, and the global 
expertise of Expeditors in Air services, customers are provided 
a comprehensive service that allows efficient, electronic air 
shipment bookings, timely and accurate document creation, 
and compliance driven control of trade partners. 

Please contact your local Expeditors sales representative for 
more information about our technology advantages.


